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A0001 BAG WHITE 30x40 White Nylon Canvas Laundry Bag with 
elastic and flap

A0010 GOWN PATIENT Patient gown 55/45, 4.75 oz Monet pattern 
in Heather, ceil blue binding, sweep 65 1/2", 
length 49 1/2"

A0015 GOWN 5XL 5X IV/T gown 55/45 Blue Retro pattern, 
sweep 87", length 47"

A0020 GOWN IV/TELE IV/T gown 55/45, 4.75 oz Monet pattern in 
Seafoam, navy binding, sweep 66", length 47 
1/2"

A0021 10 GOWN 10X IV/T gown 55/45, 4.75 oz Monet pattern 
in mocha, crimson binding, sweep 110", 
length 49"
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A0022 10 x no-snap 10 X gown/robe 20/80, 5 oz.  maroon fabric 
with same neckband and ties, 44.25"length

A0024 GOWN PTNT/UTIL Patient gown 55/45, 4.75 oz Monet pattern 
in Heather (no brush strokes), Navy blue 
binding, sweep 60", length 45"

A0027 GOWN ISOLATION Iso gown 99% Poly/1% carbon fiber, Texture 
Shield D-Stat, Class I of AAMI rating,  2- 19 
inch ceil blue poly ties , Ceil blue poly tape 
neck binding, white 100% poly knit cuffs, RPA 
kaumograph grid, Raglan full length sleeves, 
Sweep 61 1/2", Slv Inseam 20", Slv Outseam 
31 1/2", Length 48 1/2"

A0028E EXAM TOP Exam Top, Unisex, inside/outside ties, 
65/35poplin, Eggplant

A0029 GOWN MOTHERS Mother's gown 55/45, 4.75 oz Monet pattern 
in blush, rose binding, sweep 84", length 45"
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A0030 BLANKET BATH Bath Blanket 2lb 72x80 55/45 bleached

A0032S SPREAD TAN Thermal Spread royal champagne 74x108 3.9
lb , 55/45 tightly woven to reduce snags, fast 
selvage sides, square on square pattern, vat 
dyed, 

A0038S SPREAD WHITE Thermal Spread snow white 74x108 3.9lb , 
55/45 tightly woven to reduce snags, fast 
selvage sides, square on square pattern, vat 
dyed, 

A0041B ADULT BIB BLUE Bib Stripe 22x36 EZ-tie 100% cotton terry 
Blue/Green

A0042 PAD MATTRESS Mattress pad 36x72, 50/50 2lb flannel whip 
stitch 
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A0044 PILLOW WASHABLE Pillow washable 21x27  blue and white stripe 
heavy weight ACA cotton ticking, blown poly 
26 oz

A0046 TOWEL BATH Towel 86/14 ring spun 22x44 6.75 lb white 
double cam

A0047 WASHCLOTH Wash cloth 86/14 16SPC 12x12 1.0 lb white 
single cam 

A0054 PANT PJ ADULT LARGE Adult PJ pant, 55/45, 4.75 oz light blue solid, 
size large

A0057 PANT PJ ADULT 2XL Adult PJ pant, 55/45, 4.75 oz khaki solid 2XL
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A0064 SHORT L/XL Short Drawstring Pant, Poly/cotton Poplin, 
10" finished inseam, single needle attach 
drawstrig at top

A0068 SHORT 3X LARGE Short Drawstring Pant, Poly/cotton Poplin, 
10" finished inseam, single needle attach 
drawstrig at top

A0090 CASE PILLOW Pillow Case 75/25, 45x34 white, 4.1 oz T150

A0091 TOWEL HUCK OR towel toughweave, huck weave17x32, 
100% cotton bleached

A0095 SHEET DRAW Draw Sheet 75/25, 54x84 white with blue 
hem 4.1 oz T150 (cut)
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A0096 SHEET FLAT Flat Sheet 75/25, 66x118 white  4.1 oz T150 
(cut)

A0098 SHEET CONTOUR white knit 55/45, with yellow  binding, 4.7 
oz, 36x84x16

B1125 SHEET CRIB Crib sheet 55/45, 30x60x10, softfit knit with 
purple thread

B1130 BLANKET RECEIVING Receiving Blanket 30x40, 100% cotton  pink 
& blue stripe, stitched edge, 3.3 lb. 

B1126 BASSINET SHEET 13x19 white soft knit with orange thread, 
48% cotton/ 52% poly
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B1140 DIAPER PED Diaper pediatric 14.5x21, 100% cotton white 
redifold gauze 4-6-4 layers

B1161 SHIRT NBN 6-month size,  all white, 100% cotton, long 
sleeve style has mitten cuff and side gripper 
snap, no colored thread for size identification

B1221C COSMIC PED GOWN 
XS

Ped I/V gown,orbit print on 100% polyester 
kintted fabric, flame-retardant, Color-coded 
self binding for size ID, I/V sleeves with color-
coded binding down one for easy sleeve 
match, straight back closure with stainless 
steel floating ring snaps

B1222C COSMIC PED GOWN 
SMALL

Ped I/V gown,orbit print on 100% polyester 
kintted fabric, flame-retardant, Color-coded 
self binding for size ID, I/V sleeves with color-
coded binding down one for easy sleeve 
match, straight back closure with stainless 
steel floating ring snaps

B1223C COSMIC PED GOWN 
MEDIUM

Ped I/V gown,orbit print on 100% polyester 
kintted fabric, flame-retardant, Color-coded 
self binding for size ID, I/V sleeves with color-
coded binding down one for easy sleeve 
match, straight back closure with stainless 
steel floating ring snaps
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B1224C COSMIC PED GOWN 
LARGE

Ped I/V gown,orbit print on 100% polyester 
kintted fabric, flame-retardant, Color-coded 
self binding for size ID, I/V sleeves with color-
coded binding down one for easy sleeve 
match, angled back closure with contrast tie 
closure

B1227C TEEN GOWN IV 
COSMIC

Ped I/V gown,orbit print on 100% polyester 
kintted fabric, flame-retardant, Color-coded 
self binding for size ID, I/V sleeves with color-
coded binding down one for easy sleeve 
match, angled back closure with contrast tie 
closure

B1231C COSMIC PED GOWN 
XS NO-SNAP

Pediatric Gown, Orbit print on 100% 
polyester knitted fabric, flame- retardant, 
Color-coded self binding for size 
identification, straight back contrast tie 
closures 

B1232C COSMIC PED GOWN 
SMALL NO-SNAP

Pediatric Gown, Orbit print on 100% 
polyester knitted fabric, flame- retardant, 
Color-coded self binding for size 
identification, straight back contrast tie 
closures 

B1233C COSMIC PED GOWN 
MEDIUM NO-SNAP

Pediatric Gown, Orbit print on 100% 
polyester knitted fabric, flame- retardant, 
Color-coded self binding for size 
identification, straight back contrast tie 
closures 
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B1234C COSMIC PED GOWN 
LARGE

Pediatric Gown, Orbit print on 100% 
polyester knitted fabric, flame- retardant, 
Color-coded self binding for size 
identification, andgled with back contrast tie 
closures 

B1237C TEEN PATIENT GOWN Pediatric Gown, Orbit print on 100% 
polyester knitted fabric, flame- retardant, 
Color-coded self binding for size 
identification, andgled with back contrast tie 
closures 

B1252C COSMIC PED PJ PANT 
SMALL

Pediatric PJ pants, Orbit print on 100% 
polyester knitted fabric, flame- retardant, 
Color-coded draw string for size 
identification, button less fly.

B1253C COSMIC PED PJ PANT 
MEDIUM

Pediatric PJ pants, Orbit print on 100% 
polyester knitted fabric, flame- retardant, 
Color-coded draw string for size 
identification, button less fly.

B1254C COSMIC PED PJ PANT 
LARGE

Pediatric PJ pants, Orbit print on 100% 
polyester knitted fabric, flame- retardant, 
Color-coded draw string for size 
identification, button less fly.
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C1101P MICROFIBER POCKET 
MOP

Microfiber mop 18", blue, permeable pocket 
backing

C1105 MICROFIBER 
CLEANING CLOTH

Microfiber cleaning cloth 12x12, 300 gram, 
100% microfiber, green

C1107F MICROFIBER DUSTERS NexGen 18" Blue Chenille Microfiber Duster

C1115 MICROFIBER 
CLEANING CLOTH

Microfiber cleaning cloth 12x12, 300 gram, 
100% microfiber, blue

C2233 WET MOP MEDIUM Wet Mop Medium Blue loop end ACRILEX 
ECONO 10% Polycolor,60% RecycledCotton, 
30%RWF, 5" green mesh head band 
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D4431 JACKET WARMUP X-
SMALL

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 35/65 poplin 
ceil blue, raglan sleeves with same color knit 
cuffs, two front lower pockets (scissor holder 
in right pocket), snap front, crew neck, 
yellow color coded size tag in neck

D4432 JACKET WARMUP 
SMALL

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 35/65 poplin 
ceil blue, raglan sleeves with same color knit 
cuffs, two front lower pockets (scissor holder 
in right pocket), snap front, crew neck, aqua 
color coded size tag in neck

D4433 JACKET WARMUP 
MEDIUM

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 35/65 poplin 
ceil blue, raglan sleeves with same color knit 
cuffs, two front lower pockets (scissor holder 
in right pocket), snap front, crew neck, tan 
color coded size tag in neck

D4434 JACKET WARMUP 
LARGE

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 35/65 poplin 
ceil blue, raglan sleeves with same color knit 
cuffs, two front lower pockets (scissor holder 
in right pocket), snap front, crew neck, white 
color coded size tag in neck

D4435 JACKET WARMUP 
XLARGE

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 35/65 poplin 
ceil blue, raglan sleeves with same color knit 
cuffs, two front lower pockets (scissor holder 
in right pocket), snap front, crew neck, pink 
color coded size tag in neck
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D4436 JACKET WARM-UP 
2XL

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 35/65 poplin 
ceil blue, raglan sleeves with same color knit 
cuffs, two front lower pockets (scissor holder 
in right pocket), snap front, crew neck, jade 
color coded size tag in neck

D4437 JACKET WARM-UP 
3XL

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 35/65 poplin 
ceil blue, raglan sleeves with same color knit 
cuffs, two front lower pockets (scissor holder 
in right pocket), snap front, crew neck, light 
blue color coded size tag in neck

D4438 JACKET WARM-UP 
4XL

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 35/65 poplin 
ceil blue, raglan sleeves with same color knit 
cuffs, two front lower pockets (scissor holder 
in right pocket), snap front, crew neck, 
orange color coded size tag in neck

D4439 JACKET WARM-UP 
5XL

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 35/65 poplin 
ceil blue, raglan sleeves with same color knit 
cuffs, two front lower pockets (scissor holder 
in right pocket), snap front, crew neck, red 
color coded size tag in neck

D4431N JACKET WARMUP X-
SMALL NAVY

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 20/80 navy, 
raglan sleeves with same color knit cuffs, two 
front lower pockets (scissor holder in right 
pocket), snap front, crew neck, yellow color 
coded size tag in neck
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D4432N JACKET WARMUP 
SMALL NAVY

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 20/80 navy, 
raglan sleeves with same color knit cuffs, two 
front lower pockets (scissor holder in right 
pocket), snap front, crew neck, aqua color 
coded size tag in neck

D4433N JACKET WARMUP 
MEDIUM NAVY

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 20/80 navy, 
raglan sleeves with same color knit cuffs, two 
front lower pockets (scissor holder in right 
pocket), snap front, crew neck, tan color 
coded size tag in neck

D4434N JACKET WARMUP 
LARGE NAVY

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 20/80 navy, 
raglan sleeves with same color knit cuffs, two 
front lower pockets (scissor holder in right 
pocket), snap front, crew neck, white color 
coded size tag in neck

D4435N JACKET WARMUP 
XLARGE NAVY

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 20/80 navy, 
raglan sleeves with same color knit cuffs, two 
front lower pockets (scissor holder in right 
pocket), snap front, crew neck, pink color 
coded size tag in neck

D4436N JACKET WARM-UP 
2XL NAVY

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 20/80 navy, 
raglan sleeves with same color knit cuffs, two 
front lower pockets (scissor holder in right 
pocket), snap front, crew neck, jade color 
coded size tag in neck
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D4437N JACKET WARM-UP 
3XL NAVY

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 20/80 navy, 
raglan sleeves with same color knit cuffs, two 
front lower pockets (scissor holder in right 
pocket), snap front, crew neck, light blue 
color coded size tag in neck

D4438N JACKET WARM-UP 
4XL NAVY

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 20/80 navy, 
raglan sleeves with same color knit cuffs, two 
front lower pockets (scissor holder in right 
pocket), snap front, crew neck, orange color 
coded size tag in neck

D4439N JACKET WARM-UP 
5XL NAVY

Warm-up jacket unisex sizing, 20/80 navy, 
raglan sleeves with same color knit cuffs, two 
front lower pockets (scissor holder in right 
pocket), snap front, crew neck, red color 
coded size tag in neck

D4445 JUMPSUIT XLARGE Jumpsuit (Coverall) Unisex 55/45 ceil blue, 
front snap closure, 100% poly cuff, 
adjustable ankle closure) 

D4446 JUMPSUIT 2XLARGE Jumpsuit (Coverall) Unisex 55/45 ceil blue, 
front snap closure, 100% poly cuff, 
adjustable ankle closure) 
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D4451 UNISEX PANT XSMALL Scrub pant ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65,  
reversible unisex construction with 
drawstring waist.  Drawstring must cross in 
front before coming back thru fabric.  Special 
aqua color coded drawstring, pocket on right 
hip on each side.  Sewn in labels on waist. 

D4452 UNISEX PANT SMALL Scrub pant ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65,  
reversible unisex construction with 
drawstring waist.  Drawstring must cross in 
front before coming back thru fabric.  Special 
yellow color coded drawstring, pocket on 
right hip on each side.  Sewn in labels on 
waist.  

D4453 UNISEX PANT 
MEDIUM

Scrub pant ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65,  
reversible unisex construction with 
drawstring waist.  Drawstring must cross in 
front before coming back thru fabric.  Special 
tan color coded drawstring, pocket on right 
hip on each side.  Sewn in labels on waist.

D4454 UNISEX PANT LARGE Scrub pant ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65,  
reversible unisex construction with 
drawstring waist.  Drawstring must cross in 
front before coming back thru fabric.  Special 
white color coded drawstring, pocket on 
right hip on each side.  Sewn in labels on 
waist.  

D4455 UNISEX PANT XLARGE Scrub pant ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65,  
reversible unisex construction with 
drawstring waist.  Drawstring must cross in 
front before coming back thru fabric.  Special 
pink color coded drawstring, pocket on right 
hip on each side.  Sewn in labels on waist.
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D4456 UNISEX PANT 
2XLARGE

Scrub pant ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65,  
reversible unisex construction with 
drawstring waist.  Drawstring must cross in 
front before coming back thru fabric.  Special 
jade color coded drawstring, pocket on right 
hip on each side.  Sewn in labels on waist.  

D4457 UNISEX PANT 3XL Scrub pant ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65,  
reversible unisex construction with 
drawstring waist.  Drawstring must cross in 
front before coming back thru fabric.  Special 
light blue color coded drawstring, pocket on 
right hip on each side.  Sewn in labels on 
waist.

D4458 UNISEX PANT 4XL Scrub pant ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65,  
reversible unisex construction with 
drawstring waist.  Drawstring must cross in 
front before coming back thru fabric.  Special 
orange color coded drawstring, pocket on 
right hip on each side.  Sewn in labels on 
waist.  

D4459 UNISEX PANT 5XL Scrub pant ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65,  
reversible unisex construction with 
drawstring waist.  Drawstring must cross in 
front before coming back thru fabric.  Special 
red color coded drawstring, pocket on right 
hip on each side.  Sewn in labels on waist.  

D4451N NAVY UNISEX PANT 
XSMALL

Scrub pant navy, 20/80,  reversible unisex 
construction with drawstring waist.  
Drawstring must cross in front before coming 
back thru fabric.  Special aqua color coded 
drawstring, pocket on right hip on each side.  
Sewn in labels on waist. 
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D4452N NAVY UNISEX PANT 
SMALL

Scrub pantnavy, 20/80,  reversible unisex 
construction with drawstring waist.  
Drawstring must cross in front before coming 
back thru fabric.  Special yellow color coded 
drawstring, pocket on right hip on each side.  
Sewn in labels on waist.  

D4453N NAVY UNISEX PANT 
MEDIUM

Scrub pant navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with drawstring waist.  
Drawstring must cross in front before coming 
back thru fabric.  Special tan color coded 
drawstring, pocket on right hip on each side.  
Sewn in labels on waist.

D4454N NAVY UNISEX PANT 
LARGE

Scrub pant navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with drawstring waist.  
Drawstring must cross in front before coming 
back thru fabric.  Special white color coded 
drawstring, pocket on right hip on each side.  
Sewn in labels on waist.  

D4455N NAVY UNISEX PANT 
XLARGE

Scrub pant navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with drawstring waist.  
Drawstring must cross in front before coming 
back thru fabric.  Special pink color coded 
drawstring, pocket on right hip on each side.  
Sewn in labels on waist.

D4456N NAVY UNISEX PANT 
2XLARGE

Scrub pant navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with drawstring waist.  
Drawstring must cross in front before coming 
back thru fabric.  Special jade color coded 
drawstring, pocket on right hip on each side.  
Sewn in labels on waist.  
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D4457N NAVY UNISEX PANT 
3XL

Scrub pant navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with drawstring waist.  
Drawstring must cross in front before coming 
back thru fabric.  Special light blue color 
coded drawstring, pocket on right hip on 
each side.  Sewn in labels on waist.

D4458N NAVY UNISEX PANT 
4XL

Scrub pant navy, 20/80,  reversible unisex 
construction with drawstring waist.  
Drawstring must cross in front before coming 
back thru fabric.  Special orange color coded 
drawstring, pocket on right hip on each side.  
Sewn in labels on waist.  

D4459N. NAVY UNISEX PANT 
5XL

Scrub pant navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with drawstring waist.  
Drawstring must cross in front before coming 
back thru fabric.  Special red color coded 
drawstring, pocket on right hip on each side.  
Sewn in labels on waist.  

D5561 UNIXES SHIRT X-
SMALL

scrub top ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65, 
reversible unisex construction with V neck 
and set in sleeves.  Aqua color coding on ploy 
ribbon printed with size sewn along back of 
neck.   Bar tack all stress points including 
pockets.  Left breast pocket on each side.  
Right front pocket on bottom each side with 
scissor holder. 

D4462 UNISEX SHIRT SMALL scrub top ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65, 
reversible unisex construction with V neck 
and set in sleeves.  Yellow color coding on 
ploy ribbon printed with size sewn along 
back of neck.   Bar tack all stress points 
including pockets.  Left breast pocket on 
each side.  Right front pocket on bottom 
each side with scissor holder. 
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D4463 UNISEX SHIRT 
MEDIUM

scrub top ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65, 
reversible unisex construction with V neck 
and set in sleeves.  Tan color coding on ploy 
ribbon printed with size sewn along back of 
neck.   Bar tack all stress points including 
pockets.  Left breast pocket on each side.  
Right front pocket on bottom each side with 
scissor holder. 

D4464 UNISEX SHIRT LARGE scrub top ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65, 
reversible unisex construction with V neck 
and set in sleeves.  White color coding on 
ploy ribbon printed with size sewn along 
back of neck.   Bar tack all stress points 
including pockets.  Left breast pocket on 
each side.  Right front pocket on bottom 
each side with scissor holder. 

D4465 UNISEX SHIRT XLARGE scrub top ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65, 
reversible unisex construction with V neck 
and set in sleeves.  Pink color coding on ploy 
ribbon printed with size sewn along back of 
neck.   Bar tack all stress points including 
pockets.  Left breast pocket on each side.  
Right front pocket on bottom each side with 
scissor holder. 

D4466 UNISEX SHIRT 
2XLARGE

scrub top ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65, 
reversible unisex construction with V neck 
and set in sleeves.  Jade color coding on ploy 
ribbon printed with size sewn along back of 
neck.   Bar tack all stress points including 
pockets.  Left breast pocket on each side.  
Right front pocket on bottom each side with 
scissor holder. 

D4467 UNISEX SHIRT 3XL scrub top ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65, 
reversible unisex construction with V neck 
and set in sleeves.  Light blue color coding on 
ploy ribbon printed with size sewn along 
back of neck.   Bar tack all stress points 
including pockets.  Left breast pocket on 
each side.  Right front pocket on bottom 
each side with scissor holder. 
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D4468 UNISEX SHIRT 4XL scrub top ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65, 
reversible unisex construction with V neck 
and set in sleeves. Orange color coding on 
ploy ribbon printed with size sewn along 
back of neck.   Bar tack all stress points 
including pockets.  Left breast pocket on 
each side.  Right front pocket on bottom 
each side with scissor holder. 

D4469 UNISEX SHIRT 5XL scrub top ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65, 
reversible unisex construction with V neck 
and set in sleeves. Red color coding on ploy 
ribbon printed with size sewn along back of 
neck.   Bar tack all stress points including 
pockets.  Left breast pocket on each side.  
Right front pocket on bottom each side with 
scissor holder. 

D5561N NAVY UNISEX SHIRT X-
SMALL

scrub top ceil blue, poplin material, 35/65, 
reversible unisex construction with V neck 
and set in sleeves.  Aqua color coding on ploy 
ribbon printed with size sewn along back of 
neck.   Bar tack all stress points including 
pockets.  Left breast pocket on each side.  
Right front pocket on bottom each side with 
scissor holder. 

D4462N NAVY UNISEX SHIRT 
SMALL

scrub top  navy, 20/80,  reversible unisex 
construction with V neck and set in sleeves.  
Yellow color coding on ploy ribbon printed 
with size sewn along back of neck.   Bar tack 
all stress points including pockets.  Left 
breast pocket on each side.  Right front 
pocket on bottom each side with scissor 
holder. 

D4463N NAVY UNISEX SHIRT 
MEDIUM

scrub top  navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with V neck and set in sleeves.  
Tan color coding on ploy ribbon printed with 
size sewn along back of neck.   Bar tack all 
stress points including pockets.  Left breast 
pocket on each side.  Right front pocket on 
bottom each side with scissor holder. 
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D4464N NAVY UNISEX SHIRT 
LARGE

scrub top navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with V neck and set in sleeves.  
White color coding on ploy ribbon printed 
with size sewn along back of neck.   Bar tack 
all stress points including pockets.  Left 
breast pocket on each side.  Right front 
pocket on bottom each side with scissor 
holder. 

D4465N NAVY UNISEX SHIRT 
XLARGE

scrub top  navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with V neck and set in sleeves.  
Pink color coding on ploy ribbon printed with 
size sewn along back of neck.   Bar tack all 
stress points including pockets.  Left breast 
pocket on each side.  Right front pocket on 
bottom each side with scissor holder. 

D4466N NAVY UNISEX SHIRT 
2XLARGE

scrub top navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with V neck and set in sleeves.  
Jade color coding on ploy ribbon printed with 
size sewn along back of neck.   Bar tack all 
stress points including pockets.  Left breast 
pocket on each side.  Right front pocket on 
bottom each side with scissor holder. 

D4467N NAVY UNISEX SHIRT 
3XL

scrub top  navy, 20/80,  reversible unisex 
construction with V neck and set in sleeves.  
Light blue color coding on ploy ribbon 
printed with size sewn along back of neck.   
Bar tack all stress points including pockets.  
Left breast pocket on each side.  Right front 
pocket on bottom each side with scissor 
holder. 

D4468N NAVY UNISEX SHIRT 
4XL

scrub top  navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with V neck and set in sleeves. 
Orange color coding on ploy ribbon printed 
with size sewn along back of neck.   Bar tack 
all stress points including pockets.  Left 
breast pocket on each side.  Right front 
pocket on bottom each side with scissor 
holder. 
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D4469N NAVY UNISEX SHIRT 
5XL

scrub top navy, 20/80, reversible unisex 
construction with V neck and set in sleeves. 
Red color coding on ploy ribbon printed with 
size sewn along back of neck.   Bar tack all 
stress points including pockets.  Left breast 
pocket on each side.  Right front pocket on 
bottom each side with scissor holder. 

D4472 PANT NURSE SMALL Nurse pant with elastic waist 35/65 poplin, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, ceil 
blue, color coded size label on waistband

D4473 PANT NURSE 
MEDIUM

Nurse pant with elastic waist 35/65 poplin, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, ceil 
blue, color coded size label on waistband

D4474 PANT NURSE LARGE Nurse pant with elastic waist 35/65 poplin, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, ceil 
blue, color coded size label on waistband

D4475 PANT NURSE XLARGE Nurse pant with elastic waist 35/65 poplin, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, ceil 
blue, color coded size label on waistband
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D4476 PANT NURSE 2XLARGE Nurse pant with elastic waist 35/65 poplin, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, ceil 
blue, color coded size label on waistband

D4477 PANT NURSE 3XL Nurse pant with elastic waist 35/65 poplin, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, ceil 
blue, color coded size label on waistband

D4472N NAVY PANT NURSE 
SMALL

Nurse pant with elastic waist 20/80, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, 
navy, color coded size label on waistband

D4473N NAVY PANT NURSE 
MEDIUM

Nurse pant with elastic waist 20/80, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, 
navy, color coded size label on waistband

D4474N NAVY PANT NURSE 
LARGE

Nurse pant with elastic waist 20/80, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, 
navy,color coded size label on waistband
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D4475N NAVY PANT NURSE 
XLARGE

Nurse pant with elastic waist 20/80, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, 
navy,color coded size label on waistband

D4476N NAVY PANT NURSE 
2XLARGE

Nurse pant with elastic waist 20/80, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, 
navy,color coded size label on waistband

D4477N NAVY PANT NURSE 
3XL

Nurse pant with elastic waist 20/80, 
reversible, right hip pocket on both sides, 
navy,color coded size label on waistband

D5501 COVER MAYO STAND Mayo Stand Cover, 27x29.5 XTR pad, 
WrapPel/ComPel/XTR, 27x54, 100 % 
Polyester, Blue

D5507 CIRCUMCISION DRAPE 
23X23 1" ROUND FEN

Circumcision Drape, 23x23, 1 Ply T-180, with 
1 Ply 10 1/2 x10, Reinforement Pad, with 1" 
round fenestration, concealed hems around 
fenestration and reinforcement, hemmed all 
around
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D5510 DRAPE PEEP Universal eye/circ drape 22x22 with 3" 
fenestration, ceil blue 99% poly, 1 % poly

D5513 LEGGING VAG SOCK Legging, WrapPel, Rectangular, single ply, 
30x50, 100 % Polyester, Blue

D5518 GOWN SURG GP L/XL 
level 2

Surgeon Gown Level 2, ComPel 2-ply with 
carbon fiber, snap neck with tie back L/XL

D5519 GOWN SURG GP 
2XLARGE level 2

Surgeon Gown Level 2, ComPel 2-ply with 
carbon fiber, snap neck with tie back 2XL

D5520 GOWN SURG  LARGE 
level 3

Surgical Gown, ComPel MLR, Snap Neck and 
Tape Tie Waist, 2-ply Front & Sleeve, Triple 
color coded (neck/waist/cufts), Aqua outer 
ply, White inner ply w/ Negasat, Offset 
Sleeve Design, Large, 100% Polyester, Aqua
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D5521 GOWN SURG  XLARGE 
level 3

Surgical Gown, ComPel MLR, Snap Neck and 
Tape Tie Waist, 2-ply Front & Sleeve, Triple 
color coded (neck/waist/cufts), Aqua outer 
ply, White inner ply w/ Negasat, Offset 
Sleeve Design, S-large, 100% Polyester, Aqua

D5523 GOWN SURG XP 
LEVEL 4 LARGE

Surgeon Gown Level 4, Liquid proof barrier in 
critical zones, liquid-resistant fabric in non-
critical, moisture wicking neckline fabric, 
back overlap, outside tie at waist, 3 neck 
grippers, Use grid, 75 WDA cycles  Large

D5525 GOWN SURG XP 
LEVEL 4 XLARGE

Surgeon Gown Level 4, Liquid proof barrier in 
critical zones, liquid-resistant fabric in non-
critical, moisture wicking neckline fabric, 
back overlap, outside tie at waist, 3 neck 
grippers, Use grid, 75 WDA cycles  XL

D5560 WRAPPER AT 30X30 30"x30", WrapPel, Rip Stop Fabric, 1 ply, 
100% polyester, Blue, color coded merrowed 
edge ( pink) .  Use grid in one corner

D5562 WRAPPER AT 24X24 24"x24",  WrapPel, Rip Stop Fabric, 1 ply, 
100% polyester, Blue, color coded merrowed 
edge ( Blue Green) .  Use grid in one corner
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D5563 WRAPPER AT 36X36 36"x36", WrapPel, Rip Stop Fabric, 1 ply, 
100% polyester, Blue, color coded merrowed 
edge ( miracle blue) .  Use grid in one corner

D5564 WRAPPER AT 45X45 45"x45", WrapPel, Rip Stop Fabric, 1 ply, 
100% polyester, Blue, color coded merrowed 
edge ( white) .  Use grid in one corner

D5565 WRAPPER AT 54X54 54"x54", WrapPel, Rip Stop Fabric, 1 ply, 
100% polyester, Blue, color coded merrowed 
edge ( blue) .  Use grid in one corner

D5568 DRAPE SHEET - HALF 
SHEET

Drape Sheet, Half Sheet, WrapPel, Ribstop 
fabric, 46x72,100% polyester, Blue

D5572 BACK TABLE DRAPE Back table cover, 30x70, XTR pad, 
WrapPel/ComPel, XTR, 60x90, 100% 
polyester, Blue
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D5574 UNIVERSAL BAR 
DRAPE

Universal Bar Drape, 20x30 fenestration, 
WrapPel/ComPel/ZorWik, 106x70,  100% 
polyester, Blue

D5575 UNIVERSAL DRAPE, 
FLAP & SNAP

Universal Drape, Flap & Snap, 30x50 pad, 
6x30 fenestration,  WrapPel/ComPel/ZorWik, 
68x109,  100% polyester, Blue

D5576 UNIVERSAL SIDE 
DRAPE, FLAP & SNAP

Universal Side Drape, Flap & Snap, 20x60 
pad,  WrapPel/ComPel/ZorWik, 45x80,  100% 
polyester, Blue

D5577 UNIVERSAL FOOT 
DRAPE

Universal Foot Drape, 24x30 pad,  
WrapPel/ComPel/ZorWik, 70x70,  100% 
polyester, Blue

Photo Unavailable

D5578 UNDER EXTREMITY 
DRPE

Under Extremity Drape, 28x70 XTR pad,  
WrapPel/ComPel/XTR, 70x70,  100% 
polyester, Blue
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D5579 LUMP & BUMP 2X4 
FENESTRATION

Lump & Bump Drape, 23x29 pad, 4x4 
fenestration,  WrapPel/ComPel/ZorWik, 
44x58,  100% polyester, Blue

D5580 LUMP & BUMP 6X6 
FENESTRATION

Lump & Bump Drape, 23x29 pad, 6x6 
fenestration,  WrapPel/ComPel/ZorWik, 
44x58,  100% polyester, Blue

D5581 DRAPE SHEET - LARGE 
60X90

Drape Sheet, Large, WrapPel, Ribstop fabric, 
60x90, 100% polyester, Blue

D5582 FLAP/SNAP LAP/LITH 
WINGED DRAPE

Laparotomy/Lithotomy Drape,Winged,  Flap 
& Snap, 30x40 pad, 10x10 and 6x8 
fenestrations,  WrapPel/ComPel/ZorWik, 
108x100,  100% polyester, Blue

D5583 HEAD SLPIT DRAPE Head Split Drape, 30x40 pad, 3x22 split, 
WrapPel/ComPel/ZorWik, 70x127,  100% 
polyester, Blue
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D5584 UNDER BUTTOCKS 
DRAPE

Underbuttocks Drape, 28x50, level 4 XALT 
panel of 28x25.5, blue, 99% poly/1% carbon

D5585 DOUBLE SHEET 54X72 Wrapper, Standard Supreme, Color Coded 
Merrowed Edge (Salmon), Vat-dyed, 54x72, 
55/45, Misty

D5590 PILLOW CASE SURG OR Pillow case 42x34 T180 Misty green

D5591 TOWEL SURGICAL OR towel sofsorb, vat-dyed,  17x29 finished 
size, 2.3 lb, 100% cotton Jade

D5595 SHEET DRAW SURG Draw Sheet 55/45, 55x72 Misty Green  T180
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D5596 SHEET FLAT SURG Flat Sheet 55/45, 70x108 Misty Green   T180

G8748 UNDERPAD 18X24 Laminated 18x24, Green 100% Moisturelock 
Polyester 65 Poly/35 Rayon, 320 gram per sq 
inch, blue anti-slip Polyurethane

G8889 UNDERPAD Laminated 34x36, Green 100% Moisturelock 
Polyester 65 Poly/35 Rayon, 320 gram per sq 
inch, blue anti-slip Polyurethane

HB010 HBO GOWN Hyperbaric patient gown 100% cotton fabric 
and threads, tie side closure, blue, one size 
fits most

Photo Unavailable

HB030 HBO BATH BLANKET Hyperbaric bath blanket 72x90, 2lb, white 
100% cotton flannel, blue continuous imprint 
marking "Hyperbaric Use Only"
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HB090 HBO PILLOWCASE Hyperbaric pillow case 34x42, white 100% 
cotton fabric and 100% blue hem thread, 
blue continuous imprint marking "Hyperbaric 
Use Only"

HB096 HBO FLAT SHEET Hyperbaric flat sheet 66x115, 3.8oz, white,  
100% cotton fabric and 100% cotton blue 
hem thread, blue continuous imprint 
marking "Hyperbaric Use Only"

HB454 HBO SCRUB TOP 
LARGE

Hyperbaric scrub top reversible are made 
from 100% cotton Misty green, including the 
tags and thread, left breast pocket both 
inside and out, v-neck collar with color coded 
bias, marked with byperbaric logo. Size large

HB456 HBO SCRUB TOP 2X Hyperbaric scrub top reversible are made 
from 100% cotton Misty green, including the 
tags and thread, left breast pocket both 
inside and out, v-neck collar with color coded 
bias, marked with byperbaric logo. Size 2X

HB464 HBO SCRUB PANT 
LARGE

Hyperbaric scrub pant reversible are made 
from 100% cotton misty green, including the 
drawstring, tags and thread, back pockets, 
both inside and out, marked with byperbaric 
logo.  Size large
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HB466 HBO SCRUB PANT 2XL Hyperbaric scrub pant reversible are made 
from 100% cotton misty green, including the 
drawstring, tags and thread, back pockets, 
both inside and out, marked with byperbaric 
logo.  Size 2XL

S0042 CHAIR PAD Hooded chair/mattress pad 36x80,50/50 
bleached

S0210 LARGE PSYCH GOWN lapover sidewrap, champange blue with 
white neck binding, 55/45, size large

S0215 3X PSYCH GOWN lapover sidewrap, champange blue with navy 
neck binding, 55/45, size 3X large

S0510 BONE FLAT SHEET 
QUEEN

Flat Sheet 90x120, 2" hem, 70/30, 3.5 oz. 
bone color Comfortwill
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S0515 CONTOUR SHEET 
BONE QUEEN

Contour Sheet 60x80x11, 70/30, 3.5 oz bone 
color Comfortwill

S0520 BONE PILLOWCASE Pillow case Comfortwill, 70/30, 3.5 oz bone 
color Comfortwill

S0530 BONE FLAT SHEET 
TWIN

Flat Sheet , 2" hem, 70/30, 3.5 oz bone color 
Comfortwill 66x120

S0535 BONE FITTED SHEET 
TWIN

Contour Sheet , 70/30, 3.5 oz bone color 
Comfortwill 39x80x14


